
A Hell and Uncivil Disorder Scenario 

Well Hell and Uncivil Disorder is now published and here is a very simple 

scenario to show how it plays. 

In 15mm and above, a bunch will have a certain number of figures (as 

mentioned below.) Hence a bunch is a squad.  

In 6mm a bunch will have bases instead of figures. Thus the bunch will 

represent a unit of company strength.  

I haven’t mentioned table size, it doesn’t need a large table, and with 6mm, if 

you’re pushed for room then half ranges and move distances.   

German Player 

 

A small column of 5 supply trucks are escorted by a truck containing an infantry 

squad. The infantry squad (the bunch in this case) count as gunmen as they’re 

very much rear-echelon troops. They’ve already been combed through several 

times to provide replacements for front line units. The bunch is eight figures 

strong in 15mm or eight bases strong in 6mm. In 6mm you can increase the 

number of trucks and have two trucks combining to provide one base of escorts.  

Each supply truck has two men, a driver and escort. A second bunch can be 

formed by gathering up the five escorts. These are also gunmen. 

Magic 

The commander has ‘the book’ which is the Nazi propaganda his men have been 

exposed to. This allows him to cast ‘true faith’. 



He also has mirror shades (In this case it’s his peaked cap.) It allows him to cast 

the spell, ‘cool’. 

Commander’s chutzpah 7 and techno rating is 5. (They always total 12. In this 

scenario he’s not going to need his techno rating) 

Partisans 

 

They are to be ambushed by three bunches of poorly trained partisans. One unit, 

six strong, counts as gunmen. They have been sent out to provide training and 

leadership in the area. The other two bunches, ten strong, are poorly armed and 

trained and count as thugs. 

The gunmen are hidden close to the tree to enable them to put it under fire. The 

two units of thugs are spread along the road, both on the same side to ensure 

they don’t end up shooting each other. The idea is they wait until for the enemy 

to get out of the trucks and assemble in the open before ambushing them. 

Magic 

The commander has ‘the book’ which is this case is the red flag. It allows him to 

cast ‘true faith.’ 

He also has Distinctive Garb. Obviously a Cossack Uniform with Commissar’s cap 

and red flag. He can use this to cast fear of the known. 

Commander’s chutzpah 9 and techno rating 3 



The terrain 

The road winds down a shallow valley, the cover (trees, rocks, etc) is between 

twelve and fifteen inches from the road. The area around the road is a bit wet 

underfoot. 

The game starts as the lead truck sees that a tree has been used to block the 

road. 

 

Move 1 

Partisan player. 

First the player rolls a d10 for the aggression of his three bunches. 

Gunman 7  Truculent 

Thugs 1  4  Sullen 

Thugs 2  8  Truculent  

All are placed on overwatch.  

As the truck drives part, Thugs 2 have to roll not to open fire. As truculent Thugs 

their moral is 5 and they have to roll less than or equal to 5 to pass their moral 

test and not open fire. They roll an 8. Because the player wants them not to 

open fire, he rolls again, and rolls a 6. They still open fire. At this point the 

player burns 3 points of manna and rerolls. He gets a two. They don’t open fire, 

but drop a level of aggression. They are now sullen. 



Thugs 1 now roll. Their moral is 3 and they roll a 3. They don’t open fire.  

Finally the gunmen. By this time the trucks are almost up to the tree and are ‘in’ 

the ambush, so it’s not so crucial. Truculent gunmen have a moral of 6 and roll a 

6, so don’t open fire. 

German player 

The trucks halt. He decides to have the bunch in the front truck bale out and 

take what cover they can by going to ground around the vehicle. The second 

bunch will gather under cover of the second vehicle and will then move to fasten 

a rope from the first vehicle to the tree trunk ready to tow it away.  

He rolls for their aggression 

First bunch. 5  Sullen 

Second bunch 1  Sullen. 

He decides to work his magic. As a magician with Chutzpah 7 he decides to cast 

‘true faith.’ He has ‘the book’ and casts the spell. To succeed he must roll less 

than or equal to his Chutzpah, and rolls a 6. The first bunch now become 

truculent as they leave the vehicle and go for cover.  

Because of overwatch, the partisan gunmen immediately open up on them. 

Truculent gunmen have a firepower of 5, so roll a d10 for each figure in the 

bunch. 6,2,3,5,9. So three potential hits.  

Their target does not count cover as they’re running in the open to find some. 

Truculent gunmen have a survival of 5, so the three figures that might have 

been hit all get to roll. 4,2 and 10. So only one has been hit. Not enough for a 

morale test.  

The thugs are also on overwatch so also open fire at the second bunch of 

gunmen gathering. They blaze away but sullen thugs cannot actually hit 

anything.  

Overwatch finished the German player fires 

So the remaining figures of the first bunch return fire. They need 5s but because 

they’re moving it drops to 4s and get 4,4,4,3,2,4,3. If they’re not careful 

displays of competence like this could get them drafted into a combat unit! 

The partisan player now has to deal with seven potential hits. With truculent 

gunmen surviving on a 5, 6 because they’re in cover, 2,3,9,3,6,2,9. So two are 

hit and one who saves on a 6 is pinned. The gunmen have lost more than a third 

lost or pinned in the same move so must take a morale test. They currently have 

a morale of 6, roll 5 and remain truculent.  

 

The other bunch of German gunmen huddle in the cover of the second truck as 

ordered. They return fire at bunch 1 of sullen thugs. Sullen gunmen have a 

firepower of 3 which drops to 2 because they’ve moved. 5,6,6,7,4. Honour 

satisfied, they achieve nothing but at least feel they are contributing.   

 



Move 2 

The partisan commander goes to join the nearest bunch of thugs to him, bunch 

1. He needs them contributing.  

The partisan gunmen fire at the Germans in cover. Only three of them this time, 

7,4,7 which even allowing for cover is one potential hit. The German player rolls 

a 3 so the figure isn’t hit.  

The thugs fire to no effect at all. 

In the German turn, the seven remaining figures of the first bunch fire at the 

gunmen, 10,3,9,2,9,7,7 so two potential hits.  

The partisan player rolls for these two hits and gets 1 and 7. Another one of his 

gunmen are out of action. 

The five sullen gunmen shooting at the Thugs 1 and need 2s so roll 3,1,1,4,1. 

With three hits the sullen thugs, survival of 5, or 6 because they’re in cover roll 

for these potential hits. 9,4,1 means they have one casualty.  

 

Turn 3 

The partisan leader, obviously a commissar, has a chutzpah of 9. Brandishing a 

red flag he casts true faith on Thugs 1. On a roll of 8 he makes it. He now has a 

bunch of truculent thugs. 

His surviving gunmen pull back a move dragging their wounded, which means 

the pinned man becomes unpinned. Two men fire (the pinned man can next 

move.) 6,1 so one potential hit.  

The Germans roll a 1 so it isn’t a hit.  

The truculent thugs now shoot. There are 10 of them and because the enemy is 

in cover they need 2’s and get one. 

The sullen German needs to roll 6 to survive, going up to 7 because of the cover. 

They roll a 3. So no casualties. 

The German player moves his first bunch to the tree trunk. They fire as they 

move needing 4s and get one. The retiring partisans need a 6 because of the 

cover and get exactly that. One of them is pinned. They were down to fewer 

than three effectives, have just had one pinned, which is a third of the ones left. 

So a morale test is needed. Their morale as truculent thugs is 6 and they roll a 6 

and pass it. 

The German player gets the second bunch to fire at the sullen Thugs 2. Needing 

three or less they get two potential hits, one is saved so a thug goes down.  

Turn 4.  

The Partisan leader now takes advantage of his Distinctive Garb. Obviously a 

Cossack Uniform with Commissar’s cap and red flag. He attempts to cast ‘fear of 



the known’ on the sullen German infantry and sends his truculent Thugs 1 off in 

an advance. The sullen Germans, realising who they are facing, drop a level of 

morale, and flee. The Commissar now moves to the remaining sullen thugs. 

His now halted gunmen fire at the German bunch they’ve been exchanging fire 

with. They get one potential hit but the target ducks. 

The German commander is now in a quandary. The second bunch is fleeing. 

Almost by definition this involves piling into the trucks and trying to escape in 

them.  

This involves a hasty scenario specific set of rules. Remembering we have 

panicking drivers, but starting with the rear truck, roll a d10 (purely because 

that’s the dice we’ve been using) 

 

1,2,3,4,5 Truck turns round very neatly and leaves 

6,7,8 Truck gets stuck crossways blocking the road 

9,10 Truck stalls 

If the first truck you test leaves, then the next truck is now the rear truck. It 

rolls on the same table. 

But when a truck doesn’t leave, having got stuck or stalled, successive trucks 

roll on this table 

1,2,3, Truck turns round very neatly and leaves 

4,5,6  Truck turns round but gets stuck trying to get past the one blocking the 

road.  

7,8 Truck gets stuck crossways blocking the road 

9,10 Truck stalls 

The partisans are not yet at the road. 

The remaining German bunch must take a morale test for seeing their friends 

rout. They roll a 6 which is just enough.   

The German commander decides to attempt to have his truck turn round.  First 

he will cast the spell of cool. Normally you do this so that the bunch passes a 

morale test. Actually, agreed during the game, he’s using it to get his driver 

calm enough so he rolls on the first table, not the second, to get away. 

He makes his chutzpah roll and casts the spell and the driver calmly turns the 

truck round. His men then climb aboard. 

Turn 5 

First the Partisans.  

Sullen Thug 2 takes a morale test for seeing a German unit rout. They fail (roll 

higher than 3) and become truculent. The Commissar who arrived with them last 



move, brandishes his red flag and casts the spell ‘true faith.’ Thug 2 immediately 

improve their morale and become psychotic. They move a full move towards the 

German trucks. 

Thugs 1 now arrive at the trucks who are stuck. Any trucks they can get a figure 

into base contact with are captured. (Transport automatically lose close combat, 

and in this case they have no crew to fight because they’re fleeing.) Any crew in 

captured trucks will abandon them and try and climb aboard the commander’s 

truck.  

The German troops with the commander will try and fire on Thugs 1. I’ll assume 

only half of them can fire because the others are pulling fleeing comrades into 

the truck. 

Give them three firing, they’ll need 4 because they’re moving. This produces one 

hit. The thugs, in among the vehicles count as in cover so survive on a 5. A 5 is 

rolled so the figure is pinned.  

Move 6 

The commander’s truck can now escape. The thugs are too busy looting supplies 

in the captured trucks.  

Winning and losing 

It’s obvious that the Germans have suffered a defeat. If you fancy fighting 

something like this, I’d suggest the Partisans get 10 points for a captured truck, 

plus 5 points for a truck that escapes back the way it came. They’ll lose 1 for 

each dead thug and 3 for each dead gunman.  

They’ll also get 10 points for each German who is abandoned and taken 

prisoner.  

The Germans win if the partisans get a negative score.  


